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Lee Fender Knot After I did an article about using Spar Hitch to tie the wings of a friend of Lee's told me about a similar knot that he uses for wings and storage lines on the boat. This is similar to what Ashley calls the backhand Hitch (no. 1852 in Ashley's Book of Knots), except for Half Hitch
bound in the opposite direction, and this reversal seems to make the knot safer. Ashley also shows a backhand hitch as tied with two half-hitters to finish it off. Lee was taught this knot/lock on Baba 40 Rob and Teress on Bach Haha, many years ago. Rob took it aside and showed him this
node and explained that it was the only node allowed to store the lines. He wanted a standard knot, so in the middle of the night, when things weren't going well, he didn't need to understand what the man in front of him had done. It is quickly tied and holds well even on small-diameter
objects. Starting Lee Fender Knot Start by turning around the object you tie to. Lee Fender knot - Step 2 - Looks like a Hitch Ring Continue around the object and pass in front of the standing part of the line, then make another turn around the object and come around as you're tying the
Hitch ring or the Hitch cow. Don't put the bitter end down like in The Ring Hitch. Lee Fender Knot - Step 3 Cross over the standing part of the line and tie the Half Hitch around the standing part of the line. Crossing the standing part makes the Fender Lee knot safer than The Hitch
Backhand. Lee Fender Knot - Ready Ready Lee Fender Knot down snug down. The Fender Lee node - Connected vertical, as around stanchion Bound vertical around stanchion. The Fender Lee knot will also hold well when tied around a small diameter object such as a lifeline or polished
chrome hand rails. Thanks to Lee Youngblood for the tip on this site. Lee is a longtime friend, experienced sailor and yacht broker. Spar Hitch Fender Knot The Spar Hitch is another handy node that can be useful to prevent the loss of wings. The Spar Hitch holds well on small diameter
objects that are smooth, it is also quick to tie and be bound slippery. Fender Whip for wings with a hole in the center of the improved Fender Whip - Part 1 to tie the wing to your boat, which holds knots much better than the standard Fender Whip, for wings that have a hole down through the
center to run the wing whip. Improved Fender Whip for Wings with Eye Improved Fender Whip - Part 2 to tie the wing to your boat, which holds knots much better than the standard Fender Whip, for wings that have an eye or tab at the end for the wing whip. Three cork knots for your Boat
Three Stopper Knots: How to tie three different cork knots to use on your boat. Thank you for the interest and support of boat safety. c/m Edited April 15, 2011 to credit Rob for training This knot. Protect your boat by hanging your wings properly. Updated: July 14, 2017? Bumper? Who
cares? Fender hanging from your boat temporarily keep you away from the dock, another boat or obstacle of some kind (fends you). The bumper is attached to the car or truck. So, if you have the wings of the correct size of your boat, let's review the techniques for maximum efficiency and
consider the best method of ensuring their cleat, stanchion or railing. How to hang the FendersBoating MagazineRafts boat when rafting with other boats, use the wing of the largest diameter in your inventory because the different boats connected to each other will rock differently and have
different freeboard and hull flares. Large diameter ball wings are a smart choice because they can hang off the rails or cleats over the top side, but wide enough to keep the rub rails from pounding along, as well as areas with protruding decks, such as on boats with a large nasal flash. When
tied to the smooth surface of a pier, bulkhead or floating dock, vertical placement is the easiest, most practical and preferred method. Place the wing a few inches above the surface of the water to prevent it from getting gunked up. It is necessary to use at least two wings, one of them is in
the widest points of the hull, and the other - near the stern. However, the more the better - and less chance of damage to the hull. How to hang the FendersBoating MagazineY-Offs Cleats boat and deck installed specialty fittings is best to hang the wings, since they have a low profile and
may not have much leverage on the deck or fastenings providing them. You can also use rail machines. Due to the extra levers created by the extra height, hanging wings on the rails can expose the rail and deck to undue stress if the wing gets pinched while rolling off a large footprint. All
the tie-off points should be through the bolt. How to hang a FendersBoating MagazinePilings boat when tying up a dock or pier with open piles or navy-style bulkheads, horizontally placing the path. Some wings have molded eyes at both ends; some allow you to go over the line from top to
bottom. Either way, the center wing piles on and tie it horizontally. If the location is rough, or roiled by the current, or you'll leave the boat unattended longer than lunch, consider using a wing board as an alternative. A pair of cylindrical wings are placed vertically for two by four as basic as it
gets. Wings protect the enclosure, and two-on-four takes a beating from the piles. Sweet. Knots there are three main nodes that work equally well to provide a wing for stanchion or rail: clove hitches, running hitch and round turn/half The hitch is used when providing to the deck installed
cleat. It's not exactly a hitch, just a series of curly eighths around of cleat, finished with a half hitch. Visit the boat ingmag.com/knots to learn how to tie them up. HOW BUILD FENDER BOARDMore How 1 Use at least 3 wings on your boat. The boat should have at least 3 wings tied to it to
protect it effectively, more is always a good option. You can follow the guidelines of having one wing by 10 feet (300 cm) of waterline, as well as always having at least 3 wings. 2 Place 1 wing in the widest part of the boat. The widest part of your boat is the part that will come across
something first on the sides, so you definitely want to place the wing in this section. You can place other wings forward and in the air. 3 Use a wing board if the space between the stilts is large. Sometimes your boat will bump into piles, even if they have wings attached, if the space between
the stilts is large. To prevent this, you can use the wings of the board that connect to the 2 wings, forming a barrier against the piles. 1 Orient the wings horizontally or vertically. When you choose the position of your wings, think about what your boat is going to get in touch with. If your boat
is next to stilts or pillars, choose to tie them horizontally. 2 Choose something solid and low to tie the wings to. You'll want to tie the wings as little on the boat as possible by choosing something durable such as cleat, a syding stanchion, or padeye. Tying them low will help keep them steady
and prevent them from swinging around too much. Avoid tying the wings to the top of the lifeline or rail. 3 Stand on the boat to adjust the height of the wing. Position yourself next to the fact that you will protect your boat from bumping up against decide where to spread your wings. Stand on
the boat while adjusting the wings, next to the dock, boat or other structure. 4 Adjust the wings according to what they are lying against. When you hold the wing above the boat, set it up so that it becomes a buffer between the boat and the dock or other structure. You have to lift or lower
your wings depending on the height of what you protect your boat from. 1 Put a line over the bar to start knot the cloves. With the wing hanging from the side of the boat, lay the working end of the line over the rail or bar. The working end of the line is the end you'll use to tie a knot - an end
not attached to the wings. 2 Wrap the line halfway around the rail or bar. Once the line is on the rails, wrap it under the rail. 3 Cross the line over the wrapped part. Pull the working end of the line up and over the part of the line, which still lies on the rails. You had to X with line. 4 Wrap the
working end of the line line rail again. Complete the X by pulling the line underneath and halfway around the railroad one more time. 5 Pull the running end through the cycle you created. Once the line is halfway around the rail, you have created a loop. Pull the working end of the line under
this loop by pulling the line tightly. The weight of the wing will pull down on the knot, keeping it stiff and in place. 6 Use half a knot hitch as an easy alternative. To tie a half hitch knot, lay a line around the rail, bringing an end under the standing part of the line. Pull the end of the line up
through the loop that you just created. Pull it tight to secure it. You can repeat this process to create a few half-minutes, making your line even safer. Use half of the hitches if you attach the wings to the lifeline. Add a new question to the question How should I position the wings on my boat?
Travis Lund Sailing Instructor and Executive Director, Treasure Island Sailing Center Travis Lund is a sailing instructor and executive director of the Treasure Island Sailing Center, a nonprofit sailing community organization that conducts sailing instruction based in San Francisco, California.

Sailing since he was six years old, Travis has over 15 years of work in sailing and training and is a pioneer coaching platform that combines traditional coaching with multi-camera video support. He studied English at Michigan State University, where he was on the sailing team. Support wiki
How to unlock this expert response. First, you should know that the boat is going to get in touch with, for example, a dock or another vessel. Also, place the wings on the wide part of the boat, and attach them to something that is safe, like a lifeboat stanchion, cleat, or padeye on a boat. Ask
the question in co-authorship: Travis Lund Sailing Instructor and Executive Director, Treasure Island Sailing Center This article was co-authored by Travis Lund. Travis Lund is a sailing instructor and executive director at the Treasure Island Sailing Center, a nonprofit sailing organization
that conducts sailing training in San Francisco, California. Sailing since he was six years old, Travis has over 15 years of work in sailing and training and is a pioneer coaching platform that combines traditional coaching with multi-camera video support. He studied English at Michigan State
University, where he was on the sailing team. This article has been viewed 32,284 times. Co-authors: 4 Updated: June 3, 2020 Views: 32,284 Category: Boat Maintenance and Repair Maritime Knots Print Send a fan mail to the authors Thank you to all the authors for creating the page that
was 32,284 times. Times. Times.
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